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The Xtreme Defender
is based on the popular Xtreme Penetrator
product line. The XD ammunition has an optimized nose
flute, total weight, and velocity to achieve a penetration
depth up to 18 inches* with a permanent wound cavity
(PWC) that is just simply enormous; no other expanding hollowpoint comes close to achieving anywhere near
this diameter and volume. Not only is the PWC over
100% larger than any other expanding bullet, expansion
is achieved despite being shot through barriers. The solid copper body ensures that wallboard, sheet metal, and
automotive glass will have no effect on the PWC.

5730 Bottom Rd. Sparta,
Illinois 62286

*Falling within FBI guidelines
This round offers: A permanent
Wound Cavity (PWC) that is 2
times greater than any expanding
bullet reduced recoil.
CNC machined from solid copper
to overcome barriers to penetration Radial flutes that force the
hydraulic energy inward to build
pressure Minimal surface area to
increase the force at the point of
contact and sharp cutting edges
that defeat barriers.
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www.underwoodammo.com
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Tap Rack Holsters is a leading provider of premium
American-made gun holsters and knife sheaths.
Our products are the result of 40 plus years of
combined experience in the military and law
enforcement field using American made materials.
Every Tap Rack holster and sheath is handcrafted
using extreme care, precision and built to last
because we’re dedicated to providing premium
quality products our customers can rely on.

a PREMIUM QUALITY
a FULLY FUNCTIONAL
a LIFETIME WARRANTY
a CUSTOM BUILDS
a BUILT FOR EXTREME USE
a MADE IN AMERICA
a BUILT WITH AMERICAN MATERIALS AND PARTS
a MADE BY AMERICANS AND VETERANS

More than a building...it’s a solution!

Manufactured in Sandy, Oregon

PRE-ENGINEERED
STEEL FRAME STRUCTURES
COST COMPETITIVE
MAINTENANCE FRIENDLY

503.668.7211 | Toll-free: 855.668.7211 | www.wsbnw.com
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PRIMER

COMPETITION
C A L E N D A R

October 10

2020 CMP Monthly
Match - Anniston
Anniston, Ala.

October 1-4

October 2-4

October 1-4

October 2-4

Central California Top Gun
Championship
Tulare, Calif.

North Texas Open
Whitewright, Texas
Cup of the Carolinas
Sanford, N.C.

October 18-20

Factory Gun Nationals
Production/Carry Optics
Divisions
Frostproof, Fla.

October 23-25

Race Gun Nationals Limited/
Open Division
Frostproof, Fla.

October 3-4

October 10-11

October 24-25

October 3-4

October 17-18

October 2-3

Showdown at Big Creek IX
Mobile, Ala.
Western Wisconsin
Glock Classic VI
Holmen, Wis.

Washington State
Championship
Puyallup, Wash.

Atomic City GSSF
Los Alamos, N.M.

Delaware State GSSF
Challenge V
Bridgeville, Del.

Big Sioux Ballistic
Challenge IX
Sioux Falls, S.D.

October 24-25

Hoosier State Regional
Classic XXIII
Atlanta, Ind.

October 9-11

October 17-18

October 2-3

October 3-4

October 3-4

October 9-11

October 2-3

October 3

October 17

October 9-10

October 23-24

River Bend Ballistic
Challenge XIII
Dawsonville (Canton), Ga.
Pennsylvania State
Championships
Centre Hall, Pa.
Northeast Regional
Championships
Centre Hall, Pa.

Lake County IDPA
Championship
Tavares, Fla.
idpa.com

Cedar Hill Jr. Gun Club
Blackfoot, Idaho

October 9-11

New Mexico Section
Championship
Clovis, N.M.

cmsaevents.com

October 24

Team Shooting Stars PTO
Carrollton, Texas
Area 1 Championship
Nampa, Idaho

gssfonline.com

2020 CMP Monthly
Match - Camp Perry
Port Clinton, Ohio

October 17-18

usashooting.org

uspsa.org

October 10

Bluegrass Regional
Classic XXIII
Lexington, Ky.
Georgia State
Championship
Gainesville, Ga.

October 13-17

CMSA World and AQHA World
of Mtd. Shooting Horses
Amarillo, Texas

Lone Star Classic
Vernon, Texas

Maryland State
Championship
Lexington Park, Md.
The Carolina Cup
Oxford, N.C.

Arizona State IDPA Pistol
Championship
Catalina, Ariz.
Georgia State Championship
Fleming, Ga.

Note: Due to the coronavirus outbreak, social distancing requirements that states have prescribed, and rapidly changing
developments at press time, it is highly advisable to check ahead on the status of individual events via the links in the above
organizers’ websites.
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PRS RESOURCE GUIDE
Pro Bolt Gun Series
Oct. 10
Oct. 10
Oct. 16
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 14
Dec. 12

XLR Grand Shootout
Rockland Precision Spring Rifle Classic
Kestrell Fall Classic
Sharpshooter Showdown
Road To Redemption
NorCal Invitational
MPA Fall Shootout
2020 PRS Pro Series Finale

De Beque, Colorado
Kennerdell, Pennsylvania
Baker, Florida
San Luis Obispo, California
Warrenton, North Carolina
Sloughhouse, California
Blakely, Georgia
Ninnekah, Oklahoma

Note: Due to the coronavirus outbreak, social distancing requirements that states are prescribing and rapidly changing developments at press
time, it is highly advisable to check ahead on the status of individual events via the link in the organizer’s website below.

For more information visit www.precisionrifleseries.com

PARTS, ACCESSORIES & GEAR

See our ad below.
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PRIMER

GUNSHOW
C A L E N D A R

C&E
Gun Shows

cegunshows.com

Crossroads Of The
West Gun Shows

crossroadsgunshows.com

Florida
Gun Shows

floridagunshows.com

RK Shows
rkshows.com

Real Texas
Gun Shows
therealtexasgunshow.com

October 3-4

Sharonville, Ohio

Sharonville Convention Center

October 10-11

Salem, Va.

Salem Civic Center

October 17-18

Columbus, Ohio

Westland Mall

October 24-25

Dayton, Ohio

Montgomery County Event Center

October 10-11

Prescott, Ariz.

Findlay Toyota Center

October 17-18

Reno, Nev.

Reno Convention Center

October 3-4

Fort Myers, Fla.

Lee County Civic Center

October 10-11

Tampa, Fla.

Florida State Fairgrounds

October 17-18

Orlando, Fla.

Central Florida Fairgrounds

October 24-25

Palmetto, Fla.

Bradenton Convention Center

October 10-11

Knoxville, Tenn.

Knoxville Expo Center

October 10-11

Springfield, Mo.

Ozark Empire Fairgrounds

October 17-18

Lebanon, Tenn.

Wilson County Exposition Center

October 17-18

Sedalia, Mo.

Missouri State Fairgrounds

October 24-25

Kansas City, Mo.

KCI Expo Center

October 24-25

Lawrenceville, Ga.

Gwinnett County Fairgrounds

Oct. 31-Nov. 1

Louisville, Ky.

Kentucky Exposition Center

Oct. 31-Nov. 1

Southaven, Miss.

Landers Center

October 3-4

Harker Heights, Texas

Harker Heights Event Center

October 10-11

Taylor, Texas

Williamson County Expo Center

Tanner Gun Shows

All 2020 shows cancelled until further notice

tannergunshow.com

Wes Knodel
Gun Shows

wesknodelgunshows.com

October 10-11

Redmond, Ore.

Deschutes County Fairgrounds Expo Center

October 17-18

Centralia, Wash.

Southwest Washington Fairgrounds

Note: Due to the coronavirus outbreak, social distancing requirements that states prescribed, and rapidly changing developments at press
time, it is highly advisable to check ahead on the status of individual gun shows via the links in the above organizers’ websites.
To have your event highlighted here, send an email to kaumann@media-inc.com.
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THE GUNS OF
AN EMPEROR
ROYAL TIGER IMPORTS BRINGS
ETHIOPIA’S ARSENAL TO AMERICA
STORY BY FRANK JARDIM • PHOTOS BY ULI WIEGAND

I

f you don’t know by now, Royal
Tiger Imports is offering for
sale some of the rarest late 19th
century to mid-20th century
military rifles and carbines
to ever make their way to the
collector market. What makes
them really significant is not so much
the types of weapons available, as it
is their remarkable and undisputable
provenance to Ethiopia. One of the
least studied and most important
military powers in Africa, Ethiopia’s
history was shaped by the arms its
people bore.
Military history buffs have likely, at
least, heard of the Italian invasion of
Ethiopia in 1935 that forced Emperor
Haile Selassie into exile until British
forces finally liberated the country in
1941. If that’s all you know, the good
news is there’s a lot more Ethiopian
military history for you to discover
that will be eye-opening.
Ethiopia, called Abyssinia back
then, is an ancient nation, more a peer
of the Roman Empire than of Egypt.
At the close of the 19th century, it
had the largest and best-equipped
army in Africa. Its emperors, and
one empress, knew they could not
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hold back the wave of European
colonization with swords and spears.
That was going to take diplomacy and
guns – lots and lots of guns. For over
40 years, Ethiopia artfully played the
European powers off each other, while
they armed up, organized and trained
a formidably large army equipped
with a diverse array of metalliccartridge repeating rifles from various
nations spanning the black powder
and smokeless powder eras. Their
rifles were generally obsolete by
European standards, but they made
up in numbers what they lacked in
comparative technical sophistication.
You might be surprised to
know that, unlike nearly all other
African nations, Ethiopia was never
successfully conquered and colonized
by any European power. The Italians
did defeat Emperor Selassie’s army
in 1935, but it should be noted that
the Ethiopian forces were limited to
infantry with some horse cavalry,
while the Italians brought modern
airplanes, tanks and poison gas to
the battlefield. It was hardly a fair
fight, and the League of Nations, of
which Ethiopia and Italy were both
members, did not act seriously to stop

the invasion.
However, despite Italy’s apparent
victory, and their installation of a
colonial infrastructure to effect their
rule in this geographically huge
country about the combined size
of the four corners states, Arizona,
Colorado, New Mexico and Utah,
they quickly discovered a fly in the
ointment. The Ethiopians were
not willing to be ruled by colonial
masters. Tens of thousands of them
fought on in the name of their exiled
emperor, waging an aggressive
rebellion that denied Italy control
of the majority of the country. The
rebels even tried to assassinate the
top Italian general in charge, and very
nearly succeeded.

WHENEVER I READ military history, I
always get curious about the existing
artifacts associated with the subject.
When people go to museums and
see the real uniforms, equipment and
firearms used in a historic time or
place, it’s natural for them to feel a
direct connection with that past time
through those artifacts. They were
actually there, and somehow they
survived to the present for us to see

Royal Tiger Imports CEO Uli Wiegand
among typical stacks of rifles he
recently acquired in Ethiopia, in this
case Mausers dating from World War
I to the immediate postwar era.
americanshootingjournal.com 27

and sometimes even touch.
Up until now, you could never find
anything Ethiopian to connect you to
the First or Second Italo-Ethiopian
Wars, Ethiopia’s UN participation
in the Korean War, or even the 1971
communist overthrow of the emperor
or the civil war that continued until
the communists were finally defeated
in 1991. I am amazed at what Royal
Tiger Imports has accomplished. It
really seemed impossibly unlikely in
this day and age – maybe in 1965, but
not today.
Anyone who recalls the ads in the
American Rifleman magazine for
surplus military guns through the 1960s
will tell you it was a golden age for
collectors. The western nations, by then
largely recovered from the devastation
of World War II, were modernizing
their armies and had a lot of obsolete
weapons on hand. Plenty of them, by
sale or gift, made their way into the
armies of what were once called Third
World nations. Ethiopia was one of
them. Those countries needed arms to
fight growing communist insurgencies
armed with surplus weapons from
the Soviet Union, “Red” China (as
we called it then), and the satellite
states they seeded around the world.
Though Cold War national interests

A literal avalanche of Enfield rifles. Great
care was needed during inspection to
avoid injury to the team and the weapons.

sucked up a lot of surplus, American
collectors got their share from the
arsenals of the major world powers,
thanks to the entrepreneurial efforts
of domestic firearms importers large
and small. The variety of guns available
was astonishing, and naturally, the
importers sought those in the best
condition that they could obtain.
Sadly, the thing about surplus is,
once it’s gone, it’s gone. As collectors,
Comparatively rare,
and really nice, British
No. 5 Enfield “jungle
carbines” that may
have come from
Britain as military aid
after World War II.
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we haven’t had much reason to get
our hopes up lately. The last huge
caches of World War II-era guns
came out of the former Communist
Bloc countries in the 1990s when the
Iron Curtain fell. That’s when Inter
Ordnance Inc. came on the scene
and made a name for themselves
as importers. Among other things,
I.O. Inc. bought Mosin Nagant rifles
and captured Kar98 Mausers from
Russia, WWI-era M95 Mannlicher
straight-pull carbines from Bulgaria,
and thousands of demilled parts kits
from German MG-34, MG-42 and
MP40 machine guns, and brought
them home to the American collector
market. Company CEO Uli Wiegand
was in his element hunting down and
orchestrating these deals. A collector
of historic military guns since he was
12 years old, vintage arms were, and
remain, his passion.
When the surplus dried up
and the Clinton-era U.S. State
Department choked off imports, I.O.
Inc. turned to manufacturing for a
while. But, in recent years, Wiegand
has returned to his first love in the
firearms industry, the real adventure
of traveling the world searching out
historic military guns to bring home
to America for collectors. He formed
a new company, Royal Tiger Imports,
just for this purpose.
I had a chance to talk with him

about RTI’s most exciting success to
date that brought him to Africa to
acquire the best of the surplus arms
held in storage by the Ethiopian
government.

American Shooting Journal How on
earth does something like this come
together?
Uli Wiegand It’s not easy, but I love it.
From the time I was first told about
a huge cache of historic guns in
Ethiopia to the day I got the first guns
through customs was about eight
years. I’m approached by people with
stories of treasures often enough that
I was doubtful this Ethiopian cache
even existed. Most of the stories are
just that. I made some inquiries and
this story was true.
At that point, it was a massive
research project to discover the
right contacts and administrative

channels on the African side to open
the door to negotiate a deal. It was
an agonizingly slow process. What
takes five minutes here, takes five days
there. They work on African time.
It took about five years to get it all
figured out, and then another three
to make it happen. It turned out they
had around 230,000 small arms, of
which I bought about half, knowing
that I’d probably only find 50,000 to
60,000 worth importing as complete
firearms. The majority just wouldn’t
be worth it, though they might be
worthwhile to break down for parts.

ASJ What did you find?
UW It was really amazing. The oldest
guns were flintlock muzzleloaders
from the mid-1800s, and the most
recent were German G3 Assault
rifles. Basically, just about every
firearm used by the Ethiopian Army

for a hundred years was there. Not
all of them ever made of course,
but examples of just about all the
types used. For me, the early, preWWI bolt-actions were the most
fascinating. I found guns I’d never
held before. Russian Berdan II
10.75x58mm rifles, for example. That
was the predecessor of the M1891
Mosin Nagant rifle. Russia under the
czar, like Ethiopia, was an Orthodox
Christian country. The backstory on
how the Berdans got to Ethiopia is
the Russians knew the Italians had
colonial designs on Ethiopia and
did not want to see an Orthodox
nation fall under the control of a
Roman Catholic nation. In the 1880s
and 1890s, the Russians provided
something like 30,000 Berdan II rifles
to Emperor Menelik II.
France was a direct rival of
Italy in Africa and provided the

Wiegand and crew’s 1.5-hour drive to the main
logistics base where most of the arms were
stored was akin to a free daily safari. These
camels wandering the side of the road near the
capital city seemed completely unescorted.
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A curious goat came inside the arms storage warehouse to have
a look around and visit with the “stranger.” The soldiers kept the
goats as livestock for milk and they had the run of the base.

This highly engraved and inlaid Carcano carbine was one of only 200
specially made at Beretta for the personal guard of the Duke of Aosta,
Italian viceroy in Ethiopia. It was one of the most amazing finds.

Ethiopians with 1866 Chaspot rifles
converted to metallic cartridges in
the Gras pattern, as well as various
newer, 1880s-vintage Gras rifles and
carbines. The Germans were rivals
of the Italians too, so it’s no surprise
that the Ethiopians got a lot of Model
1888 Commission rifles and carbines.
I found all these models with handcarved markings in Amharic script
indicating the guns were the property
of Emperor Menelik II or his wife,
Empress Taytu. That was how they
marked their military guns, just like in
America we marked our M16A1 rifles
with “Property of U.S. Govt.” The
soldiers who worked with us at the
base where the guns were stored did
the translating for us.
There were also M1888, M1890
and M1895 Austrian Mannlicher
rifles. The M95 was the main rifle
used by Austria-Hungary in World
War I and they are quite rare today
in their unaltered, 8x50mm-caliber,
full-length rifle configuration. I even
found some sniper models with the
scope bases and bayonets for them.
I mention all these guns first
because all of them were very likely to
have been in service at the time of the
First Italo-Ethiopian War. They may
have even been in the hands of Menelik
II’s troops at the Battle of Adwa in
1896. By the way, the Ethiopian soldiers
we met were very proud of their
historic military successes. They know
that battle like Americans know the
Battle of Yorktown.
[Sidenote: The Battle of Adwa was
a humiliating defeat for the Italian
Army and brought about the end
of Italy’s first attempt to conquer
Ethiopia. This battle is a stand-out
in military history because it was so
rare for Africa to meaningfully resist,
much less defeat, the military power
of the colonizing Europeans.]

ASJ There was a fairly large number of

This case of Egyptian Hakim semiautomatic rifles was in
remarkably good condition thanks to the dry climate.
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Italian Carcano rifles, from what I’ve
seen on your website.
UW We found Carcanos ranging from
pre-World War I M1891 rifles through
just about all the carbine variants in
use up through World War II. Since
the Italian Army didn’t use the Carcano
in the First Italo-Ethiopian War, I

The Royal Tiger team set up their base in
Ethiopia’s capital city, Addis Ababa.

Some of the small cache of pre-World War I French Lebels
discovered. These arms may have been captured in wars
with neighboring French colonials.

Closeup of Emperor Haile Selassie’s personal, engraved and inlaid
custom Mauser hunting rifle discovered among the stacks of arms.

The “Leaning Tower of
Nazareth,” where the base
guards stood watch.

Wiegand enjoying some revelry with the Ethiopian soldiers, who
had a keen appreciation of their military heritage and helped
translate the Amharic and Ge’ez writing on the oldest guns.

Side view of Emperor Haile Selassie’s personal Mauser showing
how ornate it was and how heavily worn. How this finely made
rifle came to be in the stack of military guns is still a mystery.

think those were left by the Italians
after they were driven out by the
British in 1941. We found quite a few
of the World War I upgraded Italian
Vetterli rifles (the Model 1870/87/15)
that must have come over during the
Second Italo-Ethiopian War too. I
think so because some of them had the
round “AOI” stamp in the buttstock,
indicating they were for issue to local
forces supporting the Italian colonial
government. AOI stood for “Italian
East Africa.” I found that mark on other
obsolete guns too, like the French
Gras, which says to me that the Italians
probably didn’t want the native forces
to have anything too good that they
might turn against them.
The most amazing Carcano I found
was one of the 200 carbines specially
made at Beretta, engraved and gold-

inlaid, for use by the personal guard
of the last governor of Italian East
Africa, General Prince Amedeo di
Savoia, Duke of Aosta. I’ve read he
had his men use them for ceremonies
to impress natives.

ASJ It’s hard to believe anything that

beautiful could have escaped plunder
over the past 80 years.
UW Well, it was completely disguised
under a lot of dirt. The guns were
only recently moved to covered
storage at the army logistics base. My
understanding is that prior to that,
they were under the sky, maybe with
a tarp covering them at best. They
were all covered in a thick layer of
dirt and dust, and one dusty carbine
looks pretty much like the next. There
were six storage warehouses in all to

There was nothing at the base to work with, so Wiegand had to buy everything they would need
in Addis Ababa. The arms were stored in the warehouses pictured here. With no electricity and no
windows, work was impossible, so Wiegand purchased the generator and lights in Addis Ababa.
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go through. Five of them were just
corrugated metal sheeting attached
to locally cut log framing. Not 2x4s or
any other type of finished lumber, but
actual whole tree trunks – and not
very thick ones either. The floors were
dirt and there was bird poop all over
the place. All the guns would need to
be cleaned before shipping and I had
to hire a team of 10 guys locally to
clean and repair rifles for shipment.

ASJ What was the military base like?
UW Primitive by our standards. It

was fenced and guarded, though I
felt sympathy for the soldiers in the
rickety-looking guard tower. We
nicknamed it “The Leaning Tower of
Nazareth.” When we opened up the
warehouse doors, the goats living on
the base got curious and came over

to look at the guns too. The soldiers
had the goats for milk. There was
no electricity in the warehouses,
so I had to buy a full-size, towed
diesel generator and lights so we
could work in there. We did a lot
of inspection by flashlight, and my
hat-brim light turned out to be very
useful. It took four trips to Africa to
go through all the guns. We couldn’t
stay at the logistics base because
there were really no accommodations
you would want to stay in there or
the tiny village nearby. The soldiers,
like the villagers, lived in little sheet
metal or block buildings. On the base
they’d converted a 20-foot shipping
container into a little dwelling and
that was as nice as it got for them.
This is not a rich country, but the

people seemed happier than we are.
They like Americans too.
We stayed at a big hotel in the
capital city, Addis Ababa, where the
international airport is. Even in the
city there were animals everywhere.
They don’t eat pork over there so you
see these ferocious-looking warthogs
hanging around but nobody seems
concerned about them. We saw camels
just walking along the highway, horses
too, and outside the city there were
monkeys and baboons in the trees. We
weren’t on safari but we saw a lot of
wildlife every day. It was an hour and
a half drive, each way, to and from the
base. Our transport was an old Toyota
Land Cruiser with broken A/C. At
times, the road up the mountain to
the base was really nothing more than

rain-rutted trail.

ASJ Did you actually inspect every gun?
UW I had to … to separate the junk

from the gems; but I wasn’t by myself. I
brought a team of five arms specialists
with me from the U.S. and Europe, and
I had some assistance from the soldiers
on base too. The team would cull
through the stacks and I’d inspect what
they pulled. Since I bought 130,000
guns, I inspected at least that many. My
hands became so painful and swollen
from handling guns, working actions
and such, I needed to see a doctor to
get cortisone shots in my fingers to
keep working. The pain didn’t take
away much of the fun of the treasure
hunt. What a thrill it was to make a
great discovery.

ASJ Anything else like the Duke of
Aosta Carcano Carbine?

UW I believe I found one of Emperor

Haile Selassie’s personal hunting
rifles. It’s a custom Mauser, engraved
and bearing his name.

ASJ What was that doing in there?
He’s a national hero, is he not?

UW He is, and that’s a good question.

In addition to the military arms in
storage, there were lots of civilian
guns with paper tags attached to
them indicating who they were taken
from and how much ammunition was
taken. I learned these were privately
owned guns that were confiscated
by the communist Derg when they
overthrew the emperor in 1974. They
disarmed the population so they
couldn’t resist them. Eventually the
people drove the communists out, but
I bet they could have done it before
1991 had they been armed at the start.

ASJ Were there many guns from the
communist times?

UW I’m getting ahead of myself,

Some of the incredibly rare, pre-World War I Italian Villar Perosa submachine guns.
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but the answer is yes. I found
and imported M91/30 Mosin
Nagants and Bulgarian refurbished
Mannlicher M95 carbines. The funny
thing was I immediately recognized
the Bulgarian carbines as the exact
same type I’d imported 30 years ago.
They had that commie, orangeycolored varnish on the stock. I

also imported the Czech VZ 52
rifles. Those guns were once nearly
impossible to find on the American
collector market. There were also
SKS, PPs 43, VZ 24 and 26 and
PPSH-43 submachine guns, and a ton
of RPD and DP machine guns, along
with Goryunovs. In my next trip, I
have to go through all the eastern
bloc guns to separate the importable
ones from the non-importable.

ASJ What did I skip?
UW We found lots of military Mausers

Three of the huge, and primitive, arms storage warehouses up in the mountain base.

Closeup of the variety of Mauser rifles found.
Only about a third of the guns bought were in
good enough condition to warrant importation.
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going back to World War I Gewehr
98s with their roller coaster rear
sights. There were extremely rare,
1930s-vintage FN-made export
Mausers with Ethiopia’s Lion of
Judah crest, and previously unknown
Czech export Mausers that are
essentially German Kar98s except
for the markings. The Germans
had the BRNO factory set up to
make Mausers during the war. The
Czechs later put that equipment to
good use making guns for Ethiopian
rearmament in 1945. Yugoslavia
also supplied Mausers to Ethiopia
in the 1950s and 1960s and I found
M24/47s, as well as Yugoslavian
remarked German Kar98s.
There was also an abundance of
British Enfield, No. 1 Mk. III rifles,
No. 4 rifles from British, Canadian
and American makers, and finally,
rare No. 5 Jungle carbines. These guns
were obtained by Ethiopia after World
War II and many were in beautiful
shape. My friend Ian McCollum (from
Forgotten Weapons on YouTube.com)
pointed out that when the British left
Ethiopia to continue the fighting in
Europe, they took all the war material
with them. Like the Italians, they also
had colonial designs on Ethiopia and
didn’t want to leave the people armed
and capable of resistance. I’m not sure
of the exact circumstances that the
Ethiopians obtained the No. 4 rifles,
but they had a lot of them, and some
were clearly refurbished immediately
after World War II. Many of these
were in very nice shape under the
dust coating. Like they had just been
turned in from service.

ASJ I think the guns that made the

One of the privately owned guns confiscated
by the communist regime when they
disarmed the citizens after their 1974 coup.

Locally hired contractors
work at cleaning and
making minor repairs to
rifles under supervision
of the Royal Tiger
Imports team.

biggest buzz with American collectors
were the M1 Carbines you found.
What’s the story with those guns?
UW The United States provided the
Ethiopian Army with small arms
after World War II. The M1 Carbines
I found were part of that. What’s
gotten the collectors so excited is
these guns appear to have never
been rebuilt by foreign arsenals and
virtually all makers and variations
were represented, from very early
production with flip rear-sight, no
bayonet lug and “I” cut stock, to a
few immediate post-World War II
U.S. arsenal rebuilds. Condition runs
the gamut from well-worn to clearly
unissued, though they all show the
dents and scratches and dings of 75
years of storage. Ethiopian troops
used them in the Korean War. They
were a United Nations member,
and Emperor Haile Selassie sent a
small combat force to support UN
operations against the communist
invasion of South Korea. Some of
these guns may have been there. I
hope to get more carbines in, but my
request for importation of the second
batch was denied and we might be
looking at the last of the “as-issued”
World War II carbines we’re ever
going to see.

ASJ Were there many machine guns
The best of the storage
warehouses, this one a standalone just outside the capital,
showing the typical open-stack
manner the arms were stored in.

in the mix that didn’t originate in the
communist bloc nations?
UW Quite a few, and I’ll be bringing
some in as parts kits, particularly the
World War II MG-42s and post-war
MG-3s. There were also British FAL
rifles and German G-3 rifles that I’ll
demilitarize for parts. For me, the
greatest machine gun finds were the
first-generation World War I German
MP-18 and Italian OVP 1915 Villar
Parosa submachine guns. Those
are incredibly rare. There weren’t
many – no more than 20 of each. I
can’t stomach the thought of cutting
these rare guns up for importation
to America, so they will be sold to
European collectors.

ASJ In many respects, this Ethiopian
The rutted dirt road leading up the
mountain to the logistics base.
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The view out the hotel
window in Addis Ababa.

cache seems like a time capsule.

UW I agree. Only some of the earliest

guns, a few of the Gras and Berdan II

Wiegand discovered a treasure trove of
French Chassepot and Gras, and preWorld War I Austrian Mannlichers in
their original 8x50mm caliber.

The small village
outside the logistics
base was home to
many a retired soldier.
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models, show evidence of modification
from the standard to meet the needs
of the Ethiopians. They shortened
the stocks and barrels on some of the
Berdan guns. Everything after that
appears to be unaltered. It’s fascinating.
Overall, I wish the condition was better
on some of the oldest guns, but for
pieces ranging from 140 to 75 years old,
I’m glad as many were as nice as they
were. If these guns had been in one of
the tropical African countries, they’d be
rust-dust and rotted wood. Fortunately
for us, Ethiopia has a dry climate.
Some of the guns were in
remarkably nice condition and we offer
the customer the option to upgrade
with hand selection. While most of the
World War II and later era guns can
be had with no metal pitting or stock
cracks, in general, most of the oldest,
pre-World War I guns were missing
most or all original finish. Many had
some surface pitting on the metal and
cracks or other damage to the stocks.
However, I don’t think most of these

guns are being collected as examplesof-type. With the exception of the M1
carbines, the people who are buying
them are interested in the history they
were a part of.
More than a century ago, when
some armorer carved that little crown
and the Amharic letters to signify
that Gewehr 88 was the property of
Emperor Menelik II, it ceased to be
just an example of type. If you had an
1873 Springfield Carbine used at the
Battle of Little Big Horn, the history
is more important to you than a little
surface pitting. Everyone should read
the specific condition descriptions
for each type of historic firearm we
offer, as they vary by type, and feel
free to give us a call with specific
questions. If something doesn’t match
our description, customers can call us
to make arrangements for return or
exchange. 
Editor’s note: For more info, visit
royaltigerimports.com.
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Five wounded warriors, all Purple Heart recipients, gathered near Fairbanks, Alaska,
for a memorable moose hunt that was organized by several nonprofits.

FIVE WOUNDED
WARRIORS,
FIVE BULLS
Purple Heart recipients come together for moose hunt in interior Alaska.
STORY BY TONY LEINGANG • PHOTOS BY OUTDOORS FOR OUR HEROES/SAFARI CLUB INTERNATIONAL

T

he opening day of this year's
moose season in Alaska
brought with it the normal
feelings of hopefulness combined
with the uncertainty of hunting a
new area. A group of very deserving
combat disabled veteran hunters and
supporting volunteers experienced it.
Four of the hunters had arrived
from locations all over the United
States, while the fifth was local to
Alaska. All anticipated this to be a

true bucket list experience.
AFTER ARRIVING THE day
before, the guys settled in at a camp
setup near Delta Junction, Alaska,
by the Purple Heart Program (PHP).
Careful time was spent zeroing rifles,
getting a quick lay of the land and
sharing stories of past hunts and
experiences into the evening.
A big part of these experiences
is always the friendship and

camaraderie that develops during these
hunts. PHP host Rick Barth told the
group that it can get pretty crazy out
there. He related an example from a
past hunt about a group getting six
bulls in just a couple of days. That
seemed pretty incredible for everyone,
but it certainly set the stage for what
quickly became as fast-paced and
exciting a hunt as could be imagined
for all involved.
Outdoors For Our Heroes (OFOH),
americanshootingjournal.com 43

The hunt was a great bonding experience
for everyone involved, from the hunters
to the guides to the organizers.

a 501c3 nonprofit, had teamed up for
this opportunity with several other
like-minded nonprofits to provide
the means and resources to make this
event happen.
Together with Safari Club
International Northwest, SCI Alaska
and the Alaska PHP, all elements for
success – including financial, logistics
and support needs – were covered at
no cost to the veterans.
This opportunity and the work
to produce it began in 2019 with a
discussion on how best to combine
forces and work together with the
goal of giving back to those who had

served and sacrificed so much for us
all. OFOH would be required to do
the groundwork to find appropriate
disabled veterans who qualified
as Purple Heart recipients – with
100-percent disability status – to be
considered for the Alaska PHP. SCI
Northwest and SCI Alaska Chapters
would assist and partner with OFOH
on the financial costs and logistics
during the hunt.
When the pandemic hit, planning
efforts increased significantly. The
logistics and requirements now
included timely COVID-19 testing
and status reporting to the state of

HOW IT ALL CAME TOGETHER

I

n addition to our disabled veteran hunters, we want to acknowledge and thank
the support team for this hunt in Alaska. We could not have pulled this off
nearly as seamlessly without the dedicated assistance and expert guidance
of Rick Barth, Larry Wayne Martin, Colton Davis Spradlin, Terry Brespears,
and Josh Applegate of the Purple Heart Program; Jack Nickel of SCI Northwest
and photographer/prostaffer, vice president/hunt logistics Cody Scriver of SCI
Northwest; Jason Brown, OFOH president, Tony Leingang, OFOH vice president/field
coordination; Louis Cusack, SCI Alaska Chapter executive director; Delta Meat and
Sausage Company; and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
OFOH’s motto, “Gratitude for Sacrifice,” is really what these experiences are
all about. Together with the Purple Heart program, SCI and our other partners, the
goal is to continue finding opportunities like this to serve our disabled veteran
community. Contributions to these groups will help ensure more combat disabled
veterans have bucket list hunts available to them as well.
Jonathon Harmon (left), who lost part of both his legs stepping on a pressure-plate IED in
Afghanistan, with the first bull of the trip.
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Alaska, in addition to the acquisition
of special hunt licenses and tags,
plus coordinating flights and
transportation in an ever-changing
environment.
The joint team worked to reduce
or eliminate concerns for the hunters
and streamline everything to ensure
the hunters could just focus on the
fun and challenges of taking down a
prized Alaska moose. From arrival
in Fairbanks to meat processing
and delivery, the team’s goal for the
hunters was that they enjoy this
experience fully without concern for
any of the necessary logistics.

Olympia, Washington’s
Ryan Caldwell with bull
No. 2. Caldwell, injured
in Afghanistan, also
made deployments to
Somalia, Kosovo and
Bosnia.

Brady Jackson, the
lone Alaskan of the
wounded warriors,
harvested bull No. 3.
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THE THREE PURPLE Heart
veterans selected by OFOH each have
their own story in faithfully serving
our country:
• Jonathon Harmon, Baltimore,
Maryland: U.S. Army 82nd
Airborne injured on June 7, 2012
in Afghanistan. He survived after
stepping on a pressure plate IED with
both legs amputated above the knee.
• Franz Ulrich Walkup, Nashville,
Tennessee: U.S. Army 503rd Infantry
Regiment and 173rd Airborne Brigade
Combat Team. He was injured on
September 29, 2012 in Afghanistan
and survived multiple gunshot
wounds resulting in partial leg
amputation.
• Ryan Caldwell, Olympia,
Washington: U.S. Army. He had
multiple deployments, including
Mogadishu, Somalia, the invasion of
Haiti and Bosnia. In 2004 he deployed
to Iraq, where his team was attacked
by a suicide car bomber and survived
multiple combat-related injuries.
Two other Purple Heart veterans
joined the OFOH group at camp,
including Jim Sursely of Apopka,
Florida. He is a past DAV national
commander with the U.S. Army 196th
Light Infantry Brigade, F Troop, 17th
Armored Cavalry Division. He was
injured on January 11, 1969 in Vietnam
after stepping on a landmine, which
took both legs and one arm. The other
was Brady Jackson from North Pole,
Alaska, who was injured in Afghanistan.
They were ready for the hunt.
ON OPENING MORNING, each
hunter teamed up with his support
people and headed out to the field.
Jon Harmon was first up with our
primary guides and the provided
UTVs. It seemed like no sooner than
they had left camp, he had his bull
down. This was in the first 20 minutes
of hitting the woods! Immediately
the banter began between the guys
on who would prevail with the most
impressive moose. For the others,
many animals were seen but there was
no more action to be had quite yet.
Jon’s bull was skinned and
quartered that afternoon, giving the
others a great opportunity to see
firsthand just what was involved in
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Vietnam veteran Jim Sursely lost both legs and an
arm when he stepped on a landmine in 1969. His
bull made it five for five for the guys.

processing such a massive animal.
After a meal, the other hunters
set out for an evening hunt. Barely
an hour in, Ryan Caldwell spotted
a bull bedded down in the road. He
made short work of taking his bull
down within a few hundred yards. The
others began to arrive and help Ryan
begin the work of butchering his bull.
Jon Harmon, wearing his specially
made “shorty” prosthetic legs,
stumbled over some small brush and
trees and fell over. Immediately he
began laughing with Franz right behind

him. Franz and Jon were in rare form
and told jokes the whole way there.
Franz moved ahead, and while
looking back at Jon he cracked to
the rest of us that he looked like
“Godzilla” smashing tiny trees back
there. This set the mood for the rest of
the time that night, with both Jon and
Franz providing endless comedy relief
as Ryan’s bull, No. 2 of the hunt, was
processed.
Brady and Jim continued to hunt
nearby, as there was still plenty of
daylight left. An hour into processing

Franz Ulrich Walkup, wounded in Afghanistan, shows
off his moose. The five hunters’ bulls’ antlers measured
48 to 59 inches wide.

Ryan’s bull we heard gunshots, which
were not too far away. Sure enough,
Brady had taken the group’s third bull
even while there was still significant
processing to do with Ryan’s moose.
The hard work of retrieving these
massive creatures was on.
Many hours late into the night
were spent getting everything back to
camp. Jim had also seen opportunities
that night, but he would have to wait
another day.
THE NEXT DAY brought more
success, amazingly, with Franz
dropping a nice bull before 9 a.m. At
this point we had four bulls to take care
of in the first 26 hours! A ton of work
ensued, with our support staff helping
to clean, quarter and deliver meat to
our local processor, Delta Meats.
Yet there was one more tag to go.
On what was still only day two, as the
evening progressed we got word that
Jim had finally hit his bull. As he will
tell you, this one took some doing.
After what had been several clean
kill shots, it still wouldn’t stay down.
Several attempts to get close had the
bull up and running. But after a bit
more time and several more shots,
From Vietnam to Iraq to Afghanistan, these
soldiers have been wounded fighting for their
country around the world, and organizations
like Outdoors For Our Heroes and Safari Club
International were thrilled to host them on
this successful hunt.
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guide Larry Martin helped put the
group’s fifth bull down.
Now as they worked through the
night – they hoped to get a glimpse
of the northern lights through the
moonlight – the team took care of
Jim’s bull. It was nearly 4:30 a.m. as the
hunt stretched into day three.
All told, the guys had taken five
great Alaska bull moose ranging
from 48 to 59 inches. An exhausted
but extremely happy group had
successfully filled all its tags. While
the northern lights weren’t out for us
to see very well, this was truly a lightsout memorable Alaska moose hunting
experience for all involved. 
Editor’s note: Interested in learning
more about Outdoors For Our Heroes
programs? Know someone who qualifies
and could benefit from a quality outdoor
experience like this? Want to volunteer
or donate? Please reach out to info@
outdoorsforourheroes.org or call (206)
571-0218. You can also find and like
OFOH on Facebook and check them out
online at outdoorsforourheroes.org.
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ROAD HUNTER

The ultimate goal of still and spot-and-stalk
hunting is to catch an animal by surprise, like this
mule deer facing into the wind in a sagebrush flat.

SO YOU WANT TO HUNT BIG GAME?

With interest in chasing deer and elk booming this year, an expert details top tactics for tagging out.
STORY AND PHOTOS BY SCOTT HAUGEN

I

n an effort to remain the
eternal optimist, there are
good things I’ve seen come
with the coronavirus, one of
which has been a nationwide increase in
the sale of hunting licenses. Some states
are reporting more license and tag sales
than they’ve seen in decades, and many
of these are going to new hunters.
If you’re new to big game hunting,
welcome. There’s always room for
ethical hunters, and there’s no better
way I can think of to enjoy the outdoors
and put some of the planet’s besteating protein on your dinner plate.
When it comes to hunting big game,

there are two common approaches I
find myself using. Both are productive
and both optimize a hunter’s level of
engagement with the land and animals.
SPOT-AND-STALK
While hunters pursue game to put
quality meat on the table, there’s an
element of excitement that arises when
hard work, time afield and taking a shot
come together, and nowhere is this
thrill so vividly captured than through
spot-and-stalk hunting.
Unlike still hunting, where ground
is slowly covered while searching for
game, with spot-and-stalk hunting,

game has already been located and
the hunter makes a move to get within
comfortable shooting range. The most
important pieces of gear for the spotand-stalk hunter are optics, a windcheck bottle and quiet clothing.
Spot-and-stalk hunting begins
with the hunter spotting game, then
planning a stalk. When looking for
big game at long distances – be it
across vast sagebrush flats or distant
hillsides – a spotting scope can help
you cover a lot of land and see things in
great detail. A spotting scope set atop
a sturdy tripod will allow you to cover
ground with your eyes, rather than
americanshootingjournal.com 53
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your feet. Not only does this save hiking
time while conserving energy, it greatly
minimizes the chance of game detecting
your presence.
When using a spotting scope to locate
game, stay below the skyline. Having
a tree, rock or hillside at your back will
make it more comfortable and break up
your body outline. In some situations,
hunters may spend hours, even all day,
looking for game through a spotting scope
from a single place, so make sure you’re
comfortable when the search begins.
Binoculars are also important in spotand-stalk hunting. Game can initially be
spotted with binoculars at a distance, then
a higher-powered spotting scope can be
used to evaluate the size of the animal.
In some big game hunts, antler and
horn minimum restrictions are in place,

meaning hunters must be sure of their
target. It’s nice to have a spotting scope to
confirm the animal you’re about to make a
move on is legal in the area you’re hunting.
Once an animal is located, don’t be in a
rush. Watch the animal closely to see what
it’s doing. If it’s bedded down, plan the
best angle to commence a stalk, ensuring
the wind is in your face or moving across
your body as you approach. If the animal is
feeding, watch what direction it’s moving
(likely into the wind) and anticipate
where it’s going, then plan your stalk. If
it’s midday and hot, animals will often get
up to rebed in shade. When this happens,
your sighting may be brief, so mark the
spot with surrounding landmarks, then
plan your stalk.
Before a stalk commences, carefully
note the position of any prominent trees,

Glassing with both a spotting scope and binoculars allows hunters
to cover a great deal of land with their eyes, not their feet. This
saves valued time and energy, and keeps from spooking game.
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rocks, stumps, tall bushes or breaks in
the land, as the closer you get to your
quarry, the more unrecognizable the
terrain becomes. As you stalk, use your
binoculars to study the landmarks you’ve
noted so that you can stay on track. These
landmarks will be invaluable tools to
pinpoint your target.
When stalking, ideally you’ll be hidden
from the animal most, if not all, of the
time. Remember, the eyes of game are far
superior to ours, and if you can see them,
they can surely see you. The goal of spotand-stalk hunting is to come in from an
angle so the animal will not see you.
Spot-and-stalk hunting is a true test
of your hunting skills. Once a stalk starts,
every move is carefully planned and
the conditions continually monitored.
Approach every stalk with an open mind,

Contact us about a full,
custom rifle build. From
a championship winning
F-Class rifle to long range
ultralight hunting rifles.
pierceengineeringltd.com • (517) 321-5051

The Pierce Titanium Action offers an unparalleled combination of low weight
and high strength utilizing 6AL4V Grade 5 Titanium with a full DLC coating.
A low friction coefficient with weights starting around 18.5 oz., and as light
as 15 oz. in our featherweight option, gives you the shooter the ultimate edge
of repeatability and accuracy in our complete one-off rifle builds.
jpierceltd@tds.net • 5122 North Grand River, Lansing, MI 48906
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tuning in to anything and everything that
can help you find success. At the same
time, be on the lookout for birds and
animals that, if spooked, can give you away.
Be patient, move wisely and focus on
what’s happening around you at all times.
When mistakes are made, evaluate what
went wrong and learn from them. As you’ll
discover with spot-and-stalk hunting,
trial and error are the best learning tools
and each time you head afield, you can be
receiving an education.

When stalking game, work into the
wind, using cover and the lay of the
land to hide your movement.

Whether still hunting or spotting
and stalking, constantly checking
the wind is important. You can
sometimes get away with an animal
hearing or even seeing you, but if
they smell you, the jig is up.
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STILL HUNTING
Still hunting is another very common
approach to big game hunting, but the
literal translation may not accurately
depict the definition. Still hunting is not
being totally still all the time. Still hunting
is when a hunter slowly moves through a
habitat, frequently stopping to glass and
search for deer, elk or other game animals
as they go. Still hunting is all about
patience and paying very close attention
to your surroundings, while looking for
sign as well as game.
Before heading into the woods, check
the wind direction to make sure you’re
either moving into it, or against a steady
crosswind. Early in the morning and late
in the afternoon or evening, cool, more
dense air falls from higher elevations. In
an effort to keep the wind in your face so
deer and elk don’t smell you, hunt uphill
early and late in the day.
As thermals shift – rising uphill when
temperatures increase during the day –
hunts should begin on the high ground.
Moving downhill into the wind will help
keep your scent away from animals below.
Big game animals have an astounding
sense of smell, and if they catch wind of
you, you likely won’t get a shot.
Two important items a still hunter will
want to have are a wind-check bottle and
binoculars. The wind-check will allow you
to regularly monitor wind direction so you
can be sure to keep the wind in your favor
at all times. Should the wind change and
begin blowing from you toward the area
you’re headed, back out and come in from
another angle, wait and let the thermals
stabilize, or return another day.
Binoculars are a valuable hunting tool,

ROAD HUNTER
even in heavy timber and dense brush.
While many hunters rely on binoculars
for spotting game from great distances
in open terrain, they are also ideal
for locating parts of animals in thick
habitat. Search for a horizontal back or
belly line of an animal amid the vertical
growing foliage. Look for the flicker of
an ear, the black or white color of a tail
and the moist, shiny nose of an animal.
White throat patches of deer, and lightcolored rump patches of both deer and
elk, for example, can often be seen in
surprisingly thick habitat. Antlers of
bedded bucks and bulls can also be
detected with binoculars, as can the
shining black fur of a wild pig that has
recently wallowed.
The rate at which a still hunter
moves is dictated by wind direction,
weather, forest floor conditions, the
amount of sign being seen and how
far the hunter wants to travel. Blacktail
deer hunters along the northern
California coast, for instance, may take
two hours to cover 100 yards when still
hunting in prime habitat. If hunting
these deer closer to Interstate 5, in
more open terrain, a mile might be
covered in an hour.
With still hunting, use the terrain
and foliage to your advantage. Don’t
be tempted to move through open
areas where you can easily be seen. In
still hunting, the objective is to use the
element of surprise to locate game, and
hopefully take a shot without an animal
even knowing you are near.
When slowly covering ground,
utilize low spots in the land. Never
skyline yourself when still hunting, as
that makes it easy for game to spot you.
The idea is to remain hidden enough so
as not to be spotted by game, but keep
yourself in a position to locate game.
When pausing to look for game,
use trees, brush, foliage and shadows
as cover to hide you. Ideally you’ll
stop behind cover, then slowly move
forward as you glass the area. On
sunny days, stop in the shade when
you want to glass for game. Don’t be
tempted to rush to a high, open piece
of land, then stand there hoping to
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Author Scott Haugen spotted this bull
across a big canyon, then waited two days
for the winds to stabilize, finally allowing
him to stalk within shooting range.

locate game. You might see game, but
they’re likely going to be on high alert
by then and will spook before a shot
can be taken.
Whether you hunt big game
through spot-and-stalk or still
hunting, the level of engagement
you’ll experience is what makes these
approaches so addicting. Focusing
on the land, the animals and the everchanging conditions keeps your mind

focused every moment, and when it
all comes together, the end results will
leave you wanting more. 
Editor’s note: For signed copies of
Scott Haugen’s popular DVD, Field
Dressing, Skinning & Caping Big
Game, send a check for $20 (free S&H),
to Haugen Enterprises, P.O. Box 275,
Walterville, OR 97489, or order online
at scotthaugen.com.
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A pair of dangerous game bullets handloaded
into the .416 Remington Magnum: the
400-grain Swift A-Frame and 400-grain
Hornady FMJ solids. (J.D. FIELDING PHOTOGRAPHY)

SOFTS & SOLIDS: BULLETS
FOR DANGEROUS GAME
The Big Five might be more like the Big Four these days,
but here are recommendations for Africa’s toughest, fiercest critters.
STORY BY PHIL MASSARO • PHOTOS BY MASSARO MEDIA GROUP

I

f you attend any of the
outdoor shows, like Dallas
Safari Club or Safari Club
International, you’ll often
hear prospective clients asking the
professional hunters a simple question
without a simple answer: “What bullets
should I bring to Africa?”
When a dangerous game safari is
on the menu, there are many different
scenarios that may present themselves.

What constitutes dangerous game? A
hunt for leopard will require a different
cartridge and bullet than will a hunt
for elephant, and the optimal lion load
will differ from the pair often used
for Cape buffalo. Let’s look at what is
required for the dangerous species of
animals, and how you can best prepare
to hunt them.
Africa’s Big Five traditionally
includes the elephant, rhinoceros,

Cape buffalo, lion and leopard,
though I feel the rhino can be pretty
well crossed off hunters’ lists, with
the rare exception. There are those
who include the hippopotamus and
Nile crocodile on the list, making
it the Dangerous Seven, and I
can agree with that, though the
latter pair usually offers a sniping
scenario rather than a close-quarter
confrontation. For the newly revised
americanshootingjournal.com 61
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A lineup of premium softpoints and solids, including famous names like Swift, Nosler, Hornady
and Barnes, and lesser-known companies like Cutting Edge, Peregrine and Dzombo.
The time-proven Nosler Partition in .375-inch diameter
at 300 grains may be one of the best all-around choices
for all game up to elephant and hippo.

A trio of expanded
500-grain Peregrine
BushMaster
softpoints from
the .470 Nitro
Express, recovered
from Cape buffalo
bulls in Zimbabwe.
Note the wide
expansion.
The Woodleigh
Hydrostatically Stabilized
Solid is a bullet that can
effectively handle any
species on Earth. The cup at
the nose causes a cavitation
bubble, which destroys
tissue, yet the monometal
construction guarantees
deep penetration.

The Federal 500-grain .470 Nitro Express Trophy Bonded
Bear Claw load makes an excellent choice for Cape buffalo
and other dangerous game that warrants a softpoint. The
shorter lead core in the front and long copper shank in the
rear give a perfect blend of expansion and penetration.
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A 400-grain .416-inch-diameter Swift
A-Frame recovered from a Zambian Cape
buffalo bull. This is the classic conformation,
with the front half fully expanded and a slight
rivet just behind the partition.
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Big Four, the spectrum of bullets,
calibers and cartridges can be
quite wide, though a little bit of
preparation can surely make your
hunt all the better.
OF THE FOUR, the most affordable, and
probably the most popular, is Africa’s
“black death,” the Cape buffalo. A
three-quarter-ton combination of
meat, sinew, bone and adrenaline, the
continent’s wild bovine has a wellearned reputation for tenacity and
ferocity. Leave it in peace, and the
Cape buffalo will probably return the
favor; pursue it, or even worse, wound
it, and you’ll have a mess on your
hands.
I personally find the Cape buffalo
to represent the greatest hunting

Author Phil Massaro with a
Zimbabwean bull elephant taken
neatly with the 400-grain Woodleigh
Hydro Solid from his Heym .404 Jeffery.
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Three Barnes TSX bullets – 525-grain slugs from the .505 Gibbs – recovered from Zimbabwean
buffalo. The shots were on the longer side, yet the bullet still gave good expansion.

on Earth; they have all the skills
needed to turn the table, yet have a
population high enough that they
are in no danger of being classified
as endangered. If you want to cut
your teeth on a dangerous game
hunt in Africa, I can make no better
recommendation than the Cape
buffalo. It is a tracking hunt, highly
physical, and requires both shooting
skill and the nerve to make that shot
under pressure. It is also a hunt that
you’ll want to experience over and
over again.
The cartridge choice for these
beasts usually starts at the .375
H&H Magnum and goes upward
from there, though looking back
throughout the history of safari, the
bullet recommendations are based
on century-old technology. Between
the World Wars, when many hunters
were traveling the globe, the safari
industry was born. At the time, hunters
had but two choices in bullet design:
the cup-and-core softpoint expanding
bullet, and the copper/steel-clad nonexpanding “solid” bullet. One would
give great expansion, and the other
great penetration.
For decades, and even among
many of the veteran hunters operating
today, the recommendation was a
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The 300-grain Norma Oryx in .375-inch caliber. With the rear of the
jacket bonded to the core, the bullet gives an excellent combination
of structural integrity and expansion to destroy vital tissue.

softpoint on top – to serve as the first
shot – with solids down throughout
the magazine, reserved for the backup
shots. The concept was to have the
softpoint, which would expand to twice
the original caliber, perform its job on
a broadside shot on an unwounded
animal, and the solids take care of all
the backup shots, giving the required
penetration to reach the vital organs
from any angle.
While this formula worked for quite
some time, it wasn’t without its flaws;
the cup-and-core softpoints often gave
premature expansion, and the solids
ran the risk of overpenetration, with
66
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the possibility of wounding or killing
another animal in the herd. Modern
bullets have been game-changers; our
premium softpoints have given such
excellent performance that a healthy
percentage of professional hunters
have abandoned the recommendation
of solids for backup on buffalo. Bullets
like the Swift A-Frame, Barnes TSX,
Nosler Partition, Hornady DGX
Bonded and Federal Trophy Bonded
Bear Claw all deliver the consummate
blend of expansion and penetration,
without running the risk of premature
breakup. These bullets usually have
a retained weight into the 90-percent

range, and have been tested and
depended upon for years. Have they
replaced the solid? Well, almost.
I have had great results hunting
buffalo with premium softpoints –
like those I mentioned above, as
well as some boutique bullets like
the Peregrine BushMaster from
South Africa – yet there are those
situations where some PHs feel a solid
is warranted. In a double rifle, the
classic combination of a softpoint in
the right (usually the first fired) barrel
and a solid in the left barrel gives the
shooter the choice of which type of
performance they want, depending

bullet bulletin
on the situation at hand. Sometimes
you may find yourself on the trail of
a herd of buffalo, only to be quickly
surrounded by a herd of elephant,
where a solid is most definitely
warranted. No matter the situation or
the game being pursued, I insist on
having access to ammunition loaded
with solids when I’m in dangerous
game country.

THE AFRICAN ELEPHANT – Loxodonta
africana – is a giant animal with very
thick skin and thicker bones, which
can measure 12 feet tall at the shoulder,
and weigh as much as six tons. When
actively pursuing elephant, which in
and of itself is a serious undertaking,
the shooter needs a bullet that will
ultimately penetrate the honeycombed
skull to reach the elephant’s brain,

or smash through the huge shoulder
bones to reach the heart/lung area, and
this means solids only for elephant.
Hornady’s steel-clad DGS, Nosler’s
Solid, the Barnes Banded Solid, the
Woodleigh FMJ and Hydrostatically
Stabilized Solid, Federal’s Trophy
Bonded Sledgehammer, Cutting Edge
solids and the Dzombo and Peregrine
Solids all deliver that fantastic
penetration that is required to handle
the thick-skinned dangerous game like
elephant and hippopotamus.
The Woodleigh Hydro Solid will
offer a bit of expansion at the nose,
destroying soft tissue as its cavitation
bubble lets the bullet penetrate in
a straight line. I’ve used this bullet
on both elephant and buffalo, with
nothing shy of incredible results.
In fact, if I were forced to choose
just one bullet for all of my African
dangerous game hunting, it would be
the Woodleigh Hydro Solid. If you are
serious about elephant, I’d suggest a
bit of experimentation, and find the
monometal solid that shoots best in
your rifle. Your life may just depend
on it.
THE CATS ARE a different story altogether,
as they are very thin-skinned. Of course
a lion is a big animal, which requires a
sensible choice of cartridge and bullet
sectional density, but a premium bullet
is not necessary. In fact, some hunters
prefer lighter bullets with lower
sectional density values when hunting
lion with larger cartridges, to allow the
bullet to open rapidly and transmit as
much hydrostatic shock as possible.
A male leopard isn’t really that
much heavier than a good-sized
whitetail buck, and is equally
susceptible to bullet shock. Like a
lion, think about a softpoint with
good expansion. Most cartridges of
7mm caliber and above will handle
a leopard neatly, as the shot will be
at a stationary animal at less than
100 yards, though the presence of a
leopard can be nerve-racking.
Just about any good deer bullet
will suffice for a leopard, including
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Hornady’s revised 300-grain DGX Bonded bullet –
with the jacket and core chemically fused – makes
a great choice for any of the .375 cartridges.

The round-nosed Hornady DGX Bonded – shown here in 400 grains,
.423-inch diameter for the .404 Jeffery – will handle anything shy of
elephant and hippo; it’s a wonderful buffalo bullet.

Nosler makes an excellent monometal solid, suitable for elephant, hippo or backup shots
on Cape buffalo, and which shoot very well from the author’s Heym Model 89B .470 NE.
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Federal’s classic Trophy Bonded
Sledgehammer solids, with the
signature “T” at the meplat, give
excellent penetration on all thickskinned animals.

If you appreciate
sectional density,
take a look at these
450-grain Dzombo
monometal solids in
.423-inch diameter
(.404 Jeffery).
They’ll give all the
penetration and
stopping power
you’ll ever need.

the Nosler Ballistic Tip, the Sierra
GameKing and ProHunter, Speer
Grand Slam, Hornady SST and
InterLock, and others of standard
cup-and-core design. If you wanted
something a bit beefier – and I
understand the sentiment – I probably
Woodleigh’s bonded-core Weldcore bullet
is a tough bullet in a classic round-nose
conformation, perfect at traditional African
shooting distances.
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wouldn’t go much stiffer than a Norma
Oryx or Nosler Partition, as both offer
controlled expansion, yet will give
reliably good expansion up front.
The true premium bullets, like the
Swift A-Frame, Trophy Bonded Bear
Claw, Barnes TSX, etc., are just a bit

too stiff, and there just isn’t enough
leopard to let those bullets do their job
properly. They will work, but will more
than likely whistle through a leopard
without as much expansion as they’d
have on, say, a zebra or eland.
Depending on the goals of your

The PMA
Micro
Die Adjuster

We won’t say its the best
thing to happen to reloading...
but you
might

INNOVATIVE RELOADING
EQUIPMENT FOR THE
ACCURATE RIFLEMAN

pmatool.com
260.246.5860
support@pmatool.com
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Massaro with a Cape buffalo bull taken in
the Sengwa River bed in Zimbabwe’s Chirisa
block. He used a Heym 89B double rifle in
.470 NE and 500-grain Peregrine Bushmaster
softpoints and Federal Trophy Bonded
Sledgehammer solids.

safari – and though I’d love to be
able to pull one off, the possibility
of all four on the same trip for me is
near nil – you may end up with more
than just a combination of a single
softpoint and solid. You may end up
making a compromise, using a harder
softpoint than you really want for

the cats, or choosing a good middleof-the-road bullet like the timeless
Nosler Partition, Woodleigh Weldcore
or Norma’s Oryx, all of which will do
double-duty on buffalo and cats, plus
handle the plains game species.
Personally, I’m thankful we have as
many excellent bullet designs as we

do, and a hunter could spend decades
experimenting with different designs,
recording and reporting the terminal
effects, in order to find what he or she
considers the ultimate combination.
While I have some definite favorites, I
enjoy the learning process as much as
the hunting itself. 

The Barnes TSX about to be
loaded in the .416 Ruger. The
Barnes design is very popular
among African professional
hunters for its reliability and
terminal performance.

A 500-grain Woodleigh Weldcore fired from a .458 Lott, and recovered
from a Zimbabwean Cape buffalo. This bullet has it all: great expansion,
high weight retention, and was found against the offside hide.
The Woodleigh Weldcore
shown in section, profile
and the classic upset
conformation.
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Introducing the Dragoon QD 350
Titanium Rifle Suppressor from TiON Inc.
TiON Inc is proud to introduce the revolutionary Dragoon
QD 350 suppressor utilizing Total Breakdown Technology
(TBT) and our Gas Indexing Technology (GIT) [U.S. Patent
9,410,761]. GIT allows the rotational orientation of baffles
in a given stack providing optimum sound reduction
capabilities for the 9mm pistol caliber shot from a rifle.
Top rated sound reduction is achieved in the primary .350
Legend and 9mm calibers and very good performance
in .300 Blackout. As a bonus the suppressor will achieve
good hearing safe performance on .223/5.56mm and .308
Winchester bolt action rifles.
In a market where heavy, welded, non-serviceable
designs are the norm; the Dragoon distinguishes itself
with an all Titanium takedown design. The TiON design
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Components.
The Dragoon QD 350 suppressor is machined from solid
Titanium Bar Stock eliminating any weld failure points
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Seven QD mounts and flash hider/mounts are available
in 13.5X1LHM, 1/2X28, 5/8X24 and 9/16X24 threads. All
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weight of the suppressor.
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.22LR, .300 Blackout.
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Finish:
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.350 Legend 255gr Winchester Subsonic 16” BBL 133dB
.300 Blackout 220gr Remington Subsonic 16” BBL 130dB
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QD Spring – Stainless
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MSRP: $1285.00
Additional Mounts MSRP: $125.00 to $160.00
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BACK IN THE SADDLE, ER, AT THE MATCH
Author Mike Nesbitt used his .50-caliber Kunz-style flintlock, a
favorite rifle, during a recent muzzleloading match.

After one muzzleloader's shoots were paused due to COVID-19,
it felt good to 'be back behind the buttplate of my flintlock .50.'
STORY AND PHOTOS BY MIKE NESBITT

I

t seems like it’s been a while
since we were able to go to a
rifle range and hold a small
muzzleloading match. This
virus that is generally worldwide has
either stopped or postponed a long
list of our doin’s and
I expect that most of
us have missed out
on some of our habits
and activities. All of
those restrictions
made it difficult to
keep in practice, although a few of us
did try our best. Let’s “can” this part of
our conversation and just get on with
what we came here to do: talk about
how nice it is to get back to shooting.
For me, getting back to shooting
started with simply getting more
ammunition. This was in the form
of some Speer boxes of swaged .490inch round balls. I have used my own
cast bullets for several years, but the
opportunity to buy the swaged balls
from an estate couldn’t be passed up.
And I was curious to see how they
would perform in my .50-caliber
flintlock half-stock, so shooting
with the swaged balls was eagerly
anticipated.
Other components for shooting
needs were also addressed or added
to, such as GOEX FFFg powder in the

powder horn, as well as a bit more
FFFFg priming powder in both my
priming horn and my backup primer,
which is carried in the pouch. I also
made sure that patches, specifically
the lubed Bridger’s Best patches, were
in the pouch or in the horns. With
those things checked and taken care
of, I was ready and equipped to do the
shooting, which would be done the
next morning.
AGAIN, I WAS using my .50-caliber
half-stock, styled after a Jacob Kunz
rifle from the 1820s. While we were
loading our rifles, Bob DeLisle
commented on how we hadn’t shot
with our muzzleloaders for about
three months. That seems like a long
time and I must admit how good it felt
to be back behind the buttplate of my
flintlock .50.
Loading it felt good too, with the
Speer .490-inch balls in their .015-inch
greased patches going down the bore
just like they should. Our first target
was the large “California X” posted
at 25 yards, and my first shot told me
that this rifle and load was going to
shoot just about as well as it used to.
That ball landed on the target in the
9-ring at 12 o’clock, a good start even
if I must say so myself. Then the next
shot hit just beside the first. The next

two shots joined the good group. And
the fifth shot was not far away, but
it did land in the left quadrant of the
large X, which gave me my only 10.
That shot just barely cut the line of the
10-ring (we use break-the-line scoring
rather than the half-ball rule). I was
pleased with my offhand shooting and
I do believe I had the tightest group
on paper for the day. I was certainly
pleased with the Speer round balls.
My powder charge for those five
shots was just 45 grains of GOEX
FFFg and maybe I should have been
using 40 grains. That might have
helped my shots find the 10-ring
more often. Of course, I really can’t
complain about my hits and group on
the target.
When we went out to retrieve
our targets, I noticed Bob’s score on
his X, which beat my score rather
nicely. I had to compliment him by
saying, “Not too bad, for an old man.”
Yes, how many times have I heard
that? Bob had outscored me by three
points, and Ed Snow had outshot me
too. That was good doin’s because we
were all rootin’ for each other.
BOB KEPT HIS high score rolling by
turning in the best target at 50 yards
too, which was just a large bull’s-eye.
I remained three points behind Bob
americanshootingjournal.com 77
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This is Nesbitt’s offhand 25-yard
group, shot with the Speer bullets.

at that distance again, although I can’t
complain because I did keep all my
shots in the black. No, that wasn’t
especially hard to do on such a nicesized target, but then not everybody
could make that claim. And Jessica
Snow got a higher score at 50 yards

than she got at 25 yards.
Bob was shooting his .54-caliber
flintlock Lancaster Trade Rifle, built
from a modified TVM kit for their
Late Lancaster. He’s been shooting
that rifle not quite exclusively since
2010 and he certainly knows how

RESULTS FOR THIS MATCH:
Name
1st Bob DeLisle
2nd Mike Nesbitt
3rd Jessica Snow
4th Ed Snow
5th Jerry Mayo
6th Loco Jeff Ritter
7th Ralph Birmingham
8th Kyle Snow
9th Wes Davis
78

25-yard X 50-yard bull’s-eye
49-XX
47
46
44
41
43
48-X
42
45
32
34
35-X
45-X
18
34-X
32
20-X
17
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Gongs
50
40
30
10
20
20
20
10
10

Total
146-XX
130
114
100-X
97
89-X
83-X
76-X
47-X

to use it. Looking back on it, I’m
reminded of how long we’ve been
shooting partners and he’s most
certainly a partner worth keeping. I’ve
been outshot by Bob with that rifle
before and it was really nice to see him
shooting as well as ever.
Just to mention my 50-yard target a
little bit more, I had raised my powder
charge to 55 grains to compensate for
the additional distance and that was
just a little too much, according to
the printing on the target. All of my
shots were on the high side of center.
Right now it’s hard to say where 50
grains would have printed and I really
shouldn’t complain because all of our
shooting was done offhand. But just 5
grains of powder can make a difference,
even though it is actually much more

BLACK POWDER

Bob DeLisle, shooting his
.54-caliber flintlock Lancaster
Trade Rifle, won the match
with a very high score.
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likely that the problem was me and I
was just shooting high that day.
After the 50-yard target came five
more shots at gongs, selected from
available targets, with one posted at
50 yards, two more at 75 yards, and
another two out at 100 yards. When
we’re shooting at these gongs, which
were all shaped like critters we might
be hunting, we shoot with a partner.
The reason for that is because all hits
must be witnessed. That’s actually
in the shooter’s favor because all too
often when we shoot, our targets
become hidden behind the smoke
from the muzzle and we can’t always
see the target taking the hit from our
own shots. My partner for these last
five shots was, as usual, Bob.
Bob and I kept pace with each
other, right out to my last shot and
that was at a turkey sitting out at
100 yards. I missed that shot after
doing well with my other four hits.
Bob made sure I knew I had missed,

SH
WE PAY CHAID
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Hunters, bring in your green hides
to Centralia Fur and Hide and let
us turn it into a hair-on hide, or
some light gold leather. We will
also trade a deer, or an elk hide
for a pair of pigskin work gloves.
Phone: 360-736-3663
Toll Free: 877-736-2525
info@furandhide.com
sales@furandhide.com
Centralia Fur & Hide Inc.
2012 Gallagher Road
Centralia, WA 98531 USA
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without rubbing it in, and then
stepped up to the shooting line to try
getting some reaction from that steel
turkey with his last shot from his .54.
Bob’s shot was a good one and he is
our only shooter for that day who
scored with all five shots on the gongs.
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BRASS MASTER
ULTRA VIBE CASE CLEANERS

Made of durable steel construction - heavyduty, sealed
ball bearing motors - thermally protected - fast, quiet
operation - 3/4 to 4 3/4 gallon capacity - industrial and
rotary models available. Send for our free brochure!
TRU-SQUARE METAL PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 585, Auburn, Washington 98071
TEL (253) 833-2310 or Toll Free 1-(800) 225-1017
www.thumlerstumbler.com
t-tumbler@thumlerstumbler.com

“Manufacturers of quality case cleaners, deburring
and tumbling equipment since 1959”
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ALL OF THE shooters’ scores can speak
for themselves, but let me point
out that our course of fire had 150
possible points and Bob almost
maxed the match by
getting a total score of 146XX while shooting his .54
flintlock. That was some
shooting!
My own shooting
pleased me well enough too.
I don’t need to win, but I do
like to score well enough
that others can see that I
was certainly trying. As the
scores were reviewed, I had
the third highest score at 25
yards, the second highest
score at 50 yards, and the
second highest score on the
gongs. I’m not simply trying
to pat myself on the back,
just trying to show the rest
of you why I was pleased
with my shooting efforts for
this doin’s.
What is more important
with our return to shooting
is that we all had a good,
enjoyable time. Actually,
after suffering through
the shutdown due to the
virus, it couldn’t have been
better. 
DeLisle’s high marks in the
match might be attributable
to having shot his flintlock
since 2010, but considering
it was also the first in
three months for fellow
muzzleloaders due to
coronavirus restrictions,
everyone “had a good,
enjoyable time,”
according to
longtime shooting
partner Nesbitt.
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COMPACT BY DESIGN

Veteran-powered Dead Foot Arms’ innovative products help carbines fit in smaller spaces.
PHOTOS BY DEAD FOOT ARMS

W

ith a team full of military
veterans – from the
Vietnam War, Operation
Iraqi Freedom and
Operation Enduring Freedom – Dead
Foot Arms knows a thing or two about
weaponry and war. Hell, even the name
of the company is an homage to a World
War II Navy veteran who had his leg
amputated after it turned black because
he would not be bothered by a little pain.
So it is no surprise that Dead Foot’s
grandson, Ted Schumacher, a US Army
veteran who served in Operation
Iraqi Freedom, would go on to start
a company that designs, develops,
assembles and markets innovative
firearm parts.
Indeed, Dead Foot Arms’ first
product on the market was a total
game-changer. After serving in Iraq
and discovering that the M4 Carbine

is too long to operate efficiently in
most tactical vehicles, Schumacher
and his team designed the Modified
Cycle System (MCS), a drop-in folding
stock adaptor that allows the gun to
fire whether the stock is deployed or
folded.
“The MCS started out as a way to
shorten the overall length of an M4
without reducing the barrel length,”
explains Schumacher. “After multiple
designs and testing, the patented
dual recoil spring design that is used
in conjunction with a shortened M16
Full Auto carrier was selected as the
best solution. During initial testing,
the MCS allowed for a shorter recoil
system than the standard buffer and
spring design, but also helped
reduce bolt bounce. This was
needed for functionality,
as the MCS does not

use a buffer to push the carrier into
battery. Our folding adaptors for stocks
and braces are a great solution, but
the real innovation is in the MCS dual
recoil spring design.”
Dead Foot Arms offers the MCS in a
number of configurations – including
the AR-Pistol Kit – and the products
have become very popular within the
law enforcement and defense circles.
“Our end users love the ability
to make their weapon system more
compact by just adding an accessory
to the back of their lower,” Schumacher
adds. “This allows for the very common
M4/AR-15 firearms to become as short
as other non-AR-like firearms.”
The newest product from
Dead Foot Arms is the SubCompact Weapon (SCW),
a compact yet versatile
stock.

Dead Foot Arms’ Modified Cycle System, or MCS, with left side folding
adaptor originated as a way to shorten the overall length of an M4 Carbine.
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COMPANY SPOTLIGHT
“Just like our folding adaptors,
the SCW utilizes the MCS dual
recoil spring technology. Instead of
a folding adaptor, the SCW uses a
PDW-like telescopic bar with either a
stock shoulder plate or a brace,” says
Schumacher.
“Two versions are available with
multiple options; the SCW2.5 uses

our short buffer tube and shortened
carrier, whereas the SCW4 uses a
4-inch buffer tube and a standardlength BCG,” he says.
Schumacher adds, “Both versions
are available for rifle calibers or 9mm
and both configurations can be used
with a stock or brace. The pistol brace
version utilizes the Gear Head Works

The SCW2.5 Tailhook Pistol Brace for
9mm AR-15s, installed and showing
components, including dual springs.
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Mod3 Tailhook, which was designed
specifically for use with the SCW.”
Dead Foot Arms stands behind their
products, offering a fully transferable
lifetime warranty, and all their products
are made in the USA. 
Editor’s note: For more information,
visit deadfootarms.com.
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NEED A HAND?
HERE’S AN EXTRA

Plate, post from Present Arms are helpful whether you’re
building an AR or cleaning a wide variety of handguns.
STORY BY MARK JENKINSON, PRESENT ARMS INC. • PHOTOS BY PRESENT ARMS INC.

o you want to build your own
AR? There is so much to
consider. First, what do you
want to do with it? Are you
going to use it for competition, hunting,
target shooting, plinking or home
defense? Your options go on and on.
The next question is, how much do
you want to spend? Do you want to buy
a complete upper or build one from
scratch? The lower receiver – forged or
billet? Trigger assemblies? There are
all kinds of good ones out there. What
kind of trigger pull? Stock – fixed or
collapsible? Hand guard? Here, again,
the varieties are endless.
The good news is that there are
parts available from the best suppliers,
with instructions available on YouTube
and on the manufacturers’ and
suppliers’ websites, plus quality tools
from endless sources.
What Present Arms brings to the
table is that third hand, our Large

S

Sentinel Plate and AR Magazine Post.
These platforms and posts help with the
assembly. A vise is not needed; if a shop
bench is not available, the assembly
can be done on your kitchen table.
The AR Magazine Post has pins and is
mounted into the plate. Place the lower
receiver on it by way of the magazine
well, making a secure mounting of the
lower receiver in a vertical position so
the assembly can begin. One side of the
Sentinel Plate is a machine-cut pocket
with radius corners to keep those small
parts from going adrift.
The use of both hands makes the
assembly of the lower receiver a lot
easier, from the installation of the front
pivot pin, with spring and detent, to
the bolt stop, magazine catch assembly
and trigger assemble. Working the
dust cover is a two-hand job, as is the
forward assist. Most of them are. Install
the safety, rear takedown pin, buffer
retainer spring and retainer and receiver

extension assembly. Turn it over to work
the safety, spring, detent and grip.
Some jobs are made easier by laying
the lower receiver flat on a table, but
much of the work is done while in a
vertical position and made a lot easier
when both hands are free. Of course,
always follow the manufacturer’s
procedures and note that sometimes
those parts can go airborne, so always
wear safety glasses.
When you’re all done, the Sentinel
Plate and Magazine Post is now a
perfect stand to hold your AR for
cleaning. Turn it over, smooth side up,
and use as a display stand. Magazine
posts are interchangeable, and are
available for 1911s, Glocks, S&W, HK,
Berettas and more. Now you have a
platform to use for your pistols. 
Editor’s note: For more information,
visit presentarmsinc.com or call (413)
575-4656.

Present Arms’ plates come with beveled edges to keep pertinent
parts close at hand. The flip side serves as a display platform.
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VLINE IND.

V-Line Ind. introduces the Brute quick-access security case. The Brute is the perfect solution for
keeping handguns and valuables safe and out of reach of the wrong hands. It is constructed of
rugged 10-gauge steel with an overlapping lid, making it virtually pry-proof when bolted down
to a solid surface. The Brute is nicely finished in a durable tactical black powder coating.
Features include heavy-duty 10-gauge all-steel construction; sleek custom anti-pry
clamshell design; heavy 12-gauge handle with anti-pry lock protection; oversized solid-steel
lock block and dead bolt; break-free 360-degree rotation clutch knob; reliable quick access
mechanical push button lock; and more.
The Brute measures 12.5 by 9.5 by 3.6 inches, weighs 21 pounds, and is California DOJ
approved.
vlineind.com

TRIPLE K MANUFACTURING

The classic walnut oil
color Deluxe Shot Shell
Carrier ammo case is
designed to hold up to
four boxes of shotgun
shells. Made in USA with
premium vegetable
tanned leather, heavy
nylon stitching and solid
brass snap hardware.
MSRP: $106.
triplek.com

ALFORD DESIGNS LIMITED, LLC

Introducing Alford Designs’ new personalized concealed carry
tote. Beautiful rich leather and canvas make this a durable yet
fashionable concealed carry bag. Makes a great gift! All of Alford
Designs’ products are handcrafted and made in the USA. Check
out their new line of other personalized accessories for both men
and women on Etsy.
etsy.com/shop/alforddesignsltd

SEAL 1

DICKINSON ARMS

New Ranger Series single-shot shotguns from Dickinson Arms combine classic
good looks, craftsmanship, excellent shooting performance and remarkable
value. There is a full family of models for adults and youth, as well as a shortbarreled, folding Survival model – at retail prices ranging from $144-$164 MSRP.
dickinsonarms.com

Kit includes: one 4-ounce
container of CLP Plus Paste;
one 4-ounce container of CLP
Plus Liquid; one four-pack of
presaturated EZ-Cloth; one
12-inch-by-12-inch microfiber
cloth; one double-ended
nylon utility brush; and two
6-inch hardwood cotton
swabs.
seal1.net
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LUTHAR

A*B ARMS

The A*B Arms Urban Sniper Stock X is designed and
engineered for hunters, law enforcement and private
security. The Urban Sniper Stock X is a stronger, more
compact, lightweight ergonomic precision rifle buttstock
that can be used on any weapons system that utilizes a
Mil-Spec buffer tube.
abarms.com

PEET DRYER

Great gift for Dad because Peet’s Original Dryer will
make him think of you every day when he puts on his
dry boots or shoes. No more wet clammy feet to start
the day. You will love it too because the Original Dryer
neutralizes odors caused by perspiration and bacteria.
peetdryer.com

The Widebody Palm Handguard builds on the same
triangular profile as Luth-AR’s innovative Palm Handguard
with a new Widebody profile that conforms to the palm of your hand,
and provides a wide, flat surface to lay on a shooting bag or other support.
Perfect for hunters, precision or 3-gun competitors, the 15-inch length
features M-Lok slots along the upper-side flat, and three rows of slots on the
bottom flat.
The Widebody Palm Handguard is made from 6061-T6 aluminum extrusion
that is hard coat anodized black, and includes a barrel nut made from alloy
steel with a Melonite finish.
Other features include four clamp screws; two vertical set screws, to
control linear movement; and thread lock for simple and quick installation.
Priced affordably, dealer, quantity and OEM pricing is available upon request.
luth-ar.com

SKINNER SIGHTS

PROLIX LUBRICANTS

Even Santa would love to see a bottle of PrOlix
in his stocking this holiday season! There is no
product on the market to date that works like
PrOlix; just see their ad in this publication and
learn more over at their website! Let PrOlix
make it a joyful holiday!
prolixlubricant.com

The Skinner Sights HTF bag
allows your firepower to be
“concealed in plain sight,” yet
ready in case of an emergency.
Holds up to a 40-inch long
gun and two handguns. Room
for three rifle and eight pistol
magazines. Knife, flashlight
and accessory pouches.
Cordura construction with
heavy-duty stitching.
(Firearms and accessories
in photo are not included.
For illustrative purposes only.)
skinnersights.com

BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION

Dual Performance is available in 5.56mm with a 62-grain
projectile at 3,000 feet per second from a 20-inch barrel and a
.308 152-grain version at 2,800 fps from a 24-inch barrel. The
performance of these rounds will set new standards and the
accuracy ensures terminal capability is delivered with precision.
black-hills.com
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AlfordDesignsLimited@gmail.com | www.Etsy.com/shop/AlfordDesignsLTD | www.PaulaAlford.com |

434-386-7854

Leather Conceal Carry Bags, Purses & Earrings

A great gift
for her!
Shop for a variety of
pieces online at our Etsy
shop or on our Website!

FREE Gift

*

with any purse order.

LEATHER
KEY CHAIN
* Enter Code ASJ in the
comment section of your order.

Offer Good through 11/30/2020

HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA
Contact us directly for wholesale pricing.

Free USPS first class shipping on orders
$35 or more anywhere in the U.S.

PO Box 3273, Lynchburg, VA 24503
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WEB STEEL BUILDINGS NORTHWEST

Web Steel Buildings Northwest is a Pacific Northwest manufacturer of preengineered steel-framed buildings. Their frame systems allow you to design just
the right building for your needs. Folks are discovering the cost-competitive and
environmental advantages of the pre-engineered steel buildings. Applications
for residential, commercial and agricultural purposes are available.
wsbnw.com

THE BEST OF THE WEST

The Best of the West Mountain Scout rifle is perfect for backcountry, ruggedterrain hunters. BOTW started with the strong but lightweight BOTW Mountain
Hunter carbon fiber stock that has a slim, compact profile, then kept the
weight super low by pairing that stock with a 22-inch carbon fiber barrel and
titanium action. Chambered in 6.5 PRC, it tips the scale at only 6.8 pounds with a
Huskemaw BD 4-16x42 scope!
thebestofthewest.net

RANGESTORE.NET

Steel Target Paint is
formulated for steel targets,
covers quickly, and has a high
paint-resin content with a
pound of paint in the can. The
colors allow match directors
to color-code scenarios
during competition stages.
For long-distance shooting,
these colors can be combined
for optimum visibility. Range
Box Sampler MSRP: $49.29.
rangestore.net

THE MICHLITCH COMPANY

The perfect spice and seasoning gift ideas for any professional or home
chef. The Michlitch Company’s gift packs include freshly ground spices and
handcrafted seasonings that showcase their signature blends and gourmet
spice collections. MSRP: $19.98.
This gift box contains:
1 5-ounce jar of Blackened Red Seasoning
1 5-ounce jar of Chili Chipotle Lime Seasoning
1 5.5-ounce jar of Chipotle Fire & Smoke Seasoning
1 5.4-ounce bottle of Fletcher’s Hot Sauce
spokanespice.com

ADCO

ADCO now provides a tan version of the Super Thumb ST1 for shooters who
own popular service pistols in soft colors. Basic black has always worked,
but having matching Super Thumb to accompany the matching pistol will
be just perfect. In the military, you wouldn’t want to be out of uniform.
Either color is guaranteed for life. Buy it in the two-color set and save.
Available with many fine firearms dealers nationwide. Dealer inquiries
invited.
adcosales.com
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PIERCE CUSTOM
TITANIUM ACTIONS
The heart of your next
custom rifle build

• Lightweight, strong,
precision CNC tolerances
• Optional DLC coating, in gloss or matte
finish for ultrasmooth operation
• Remington 700 footprint for long and short action
• Available in steel and stainless steel
• Dealer pricing and custom marking variance available
Pierce Engineering has been making precision rifle actions for the
competition, hunting and tactical shooting industry for over 15
years. We proudly guarantee and stand behind all our products.

pierceengineeringltd.com
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CDNN SPORTS

STOCKY’S LLC

Stocky’s new, handmade NextGen Carbon Fiber stocks not only
take a full pound of weight off your rifle, they also can improve
accuracy via their new Composite Accublock V-block on either
your factory rifles or your custom long-range builds.
stockysstocks.com

1911 Complete 70 Series
slide with internals and
sights. Marked “Model
of 1911.” Carbon steel with
matte black finish. Regent Mfg.
Slide is made from CNC-machined
bar stock with a low-cut ejection port.
Accepts virtually all aftermarket parts made
for M1911-style pistols.
Includes the following parts installed: firing
pin, firing pin stop, extractor, serrated ramp front sight and fixed notch rear sight. Bonus
parts: blue steel barrel bushing, standard recoil spring, recoil spring plug, recoil spring guide.
cdnnsports.com

DEAD FOOT ARMS

The SCW 2.5 Tailhook is by far the most compact PDW-style pistol brace that the
industry has ever seen, with a collapsed length of 2.5 inches. While compact, it is
still very versatile, allowing for button-free brace deployment
and five length-of-pull settings.
deadfootarms.com

WOODMAN’S PAL

A unique gift for any outdoorsman, your new Woodman’s Pal will
become an instant family heirloom. Both the ash wood handle and
the beautiful leather sheath are handmade and finished by Amish
craftsmen. Each blade is individually hand-sharpened to ensure the
machete cuts through everything. $175. Made in USA.
woodmanspal.com

RUFFIANO
INTERNATIONAL

ARM CHAPS

Soft leather protective sleeves that contour to hands and arms.
Comfortable and effective with adjustable airflow, making them
cooler than long sleeves. See website to learn all the benefits and
hundreds of uses.
armchaps.com
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Ruffiano International, an
authorized distributor, is
proud to offer you The Original
Dirty Harry Shoulder Holster!
From the original company
and made for every gun in the
world. “The most comfortable
I have ever tried for heavy
guns,” says Elmer Keith, father
of the .44 Magnum cartridge.
Now go shoot!
ruffianointernational.com

GUN CARE

All In One Step
No product on the market
works like PrOlix and we’ve
guaranteed it for 32 Years!
DRY LUBRICANT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improves accuracy
Prevents jamming
Won’t flash off
Will not freeze
Non-hazardous
Reduces fouling
Won’t harm wood, primers, old guns,
or stain clothing!
• Bio preferred by USDA
• Non-petroleum

Goes on wet, cleans, bonds, turns DRY!

Our Dealers offer the
BEST and that’s PrOlix®

ProChemCo LLC
GUN-OIL / GREASE REPLACER

801-569-2763
800-248-LUBE (5823)
www.prolixlubricant.com

INVICTASAFE

InvictaSafe offers all of the benefits of a
traditional firearm safe while allowing you
to display your firearm “safely” like a work
of art.
Constructed with 14-gauge steel and
½-inch ballistic glass, it protects your
valuable firearm from unauthorized access
or theft.
Order now and save $200. Just use
code “CHRISTMAS” when you order from
InvictaSafe’s website.
invictasafe.com

PMA TOOL

Give the gift of accuracy this Christmas. The
PMA Model A Neck Turner is the simplest,
most comfortable neck turning tool
available. PMA Tool is your first call in rifle
accuracy. Go to their website to see all the
tools and gear available to get the highest
level of accuracy from your rifles.
pmatool.com

CALIFORNIA WILD
SHEEP FOUNDATION

Make a difference for wild sheep and
give a great gift of membership in the
California Wild Sheep Foundation.
You will join a group of enthusiastic
conservationists dedicated to putting
and keeping wild sheep on the
mountains.
Life membership: $500;
Distinguished Life Membership: $1,500.
cawsf.org

YANKEE HILL
MACHINE CO., INC.

Since 1951 YHM has been at the forefront of firearm manufacturing and
in 2005 became a world-class competitor in the suppressor industry. YHM
staffers are experts in the firearms industry, but capable of manufacturing
any part you may need. It doesn’t matter if the part is big, small, simple or
complex, or a single part or a complete assembly, YHM is the company you
can turn to when you need to get the job done right.
yhm.net

GALLERYOFGUNS.COM

Search GalleryofGuns.com, find your
gun and buy it from your local dealer.
It’s just that easy. GalleryofGuns.com
allows consumers to buy from a huge
selection of firearms from the firearms
industry’s top manufacturers.
Over-and-under shotguns,
combination guns, varmint
rifles, handguns – you name it,
GalleryofGuns.com has it.
galleryofguns.com
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TIPPMANN

Finally! By popular demand the tripods
for the Tippmann Armory Gatling Gun are
available. With the holidays right around
the corner, this Gatling Gun accessory
would be the perfect gift to set under the
tree. The tripods measure in at 48 inches
or 30 inches. Available online or through a
dealer near you.
tippmannarmory.com

